In quantitative finance, useful features are constructed by human experts. However, this method is of low efficient. Thus, automatic feature construction algorithms have received more and more attention. The state-of-the-art technic in this field is to use reverse polish expression to represent the features, and then use genetic programming (GP) to reconstruct it. In this paper, we propose a new method, alpha discovery neural network (ADN), which can automatically construct features by using neural network. In this work, we made several contributions. Firstly, we put forward new object function by using empirical knowledge in financial signal processing, and we also fixed its undifferentiated problem. Secondly, we use model stealing technic to learn from other prior knowledge, which can bring enough diversity into our network. Thirdly, we come up with a method to measure the diversity of different financial features. Experiment shows that ADN can produce more diversified and higher informative features than GP. Besides, if we use GP's output to serve as prior knowledge, its' final achievements will be significantly improved by using ADN.
INTRODUCTION
Feature construction involves transforming a given set of input features to generate new and more powerful features, and these constructed features should be useful for prediction [1] [2] . Most approaches rely on human experts to construct features, because it needs human to give an assessment on what is good and what is bad, and different industries have different criterions. What's more, it's easier to construct features from empirical data, other than raw data. However, constructing features by human experts is of low efficient. Thus, many researchers hope to find an automatic feature construction method. Sometimes feature construction and feature selection happens in the same procedure, so there are some methods can both do feature selection and feature construction. These methods are wrapper, filtering and embedded [3] . Filter is easy but of bad performance, it only uses some criteria to choose the feature, and sometimes it can help us to monitor the feature construction process. Wrapper performs well by directly using the model's results to serve as object function. So we can regard an individual trained model as a new constructed feature. However, it costs a lot of computation resource and time. Embedded is a method, which uses generalization factor and pruning technic to select or combine features. In real practice, people normally prefer wrapper and embedded.
The most frequently used wrapper method for automatic feature construction is genetic programming (GP) [4] . It uses tree structure to express the data and operators of explicit formulas. In each step, these trees will evolve, multiply and be selected, until they end up this process. Then the algorithm dynamically chose the right expression according to object function. Such as Lensen [5] , Tran [6] , Vafaie H [7] , and Hindmarsh [8] , uses GP to solve high dimension pixel data, and then produce new features for object detection task. They all uses the tree structure to represent a region of pixel, and then use GP to produce and selected trees. Finally, the last pixel tree is the produced feature.
There are also some researches which use neural network to represent new constructed features. Such as La [9] , Liang [10] and Güvenir [11] , uses convolutional neural network to represent pixel information in some area of a picture, then they use the trained classifier to serve as new feature. Virgolin [12] uses evolutionary meta learning approach in place of GP to construct features from medical data. Botsis T [13] leverages recurrent neural networks to build rule-based classifier among text data, each classifier represents a part of the text. They all have successfully used deep neural network to construct new features. With the development of deep neural network, we may have more opportunity to use wrapper approach. For some industries, such as health care, education and financial business, the empirical models are still much more powerful than only using deep learning algorithms [14] [15] [16] . Because these industries highly rely on people's behaviors and decisions, and deep neural network will easily over fit this nonstationary noise. Relatively, prior knowledge is more robust and reliable, because they really have tried to learn and understood this business. This point is what we highly valued in our work.
In quantitative investment area, people normally dig out financial features by their own thinking, economic knowledge or countless trials. They truly need automatic feature construction tools to increase their investment opportunity and cut down the costs. A very famous hedge fund company is the pioneer in this field. They successfully used genetic programming learner (GP) to automatically construct financial features [17] . Although they didn't officially publish papers to illustrate their algorithms, many people have tried to replicate this work. And similar approaches have been published. They use reverse polish expression to represent feature's formula, and use GP to produce new expressions. [18] . This method truly works, it have produced useful features to find right trading signals. However, the drawback is that it produced a lot of similar features and these features do not contain more information than the features produced by human experts.
In this paper, we regard this method as our baseline, and we want to find the pros and cons of our algorithms compared with this work. We made several contributions compared with the works mentioned above. Firstly, we use deep neural network's wrapper structure to replace tree structure, and construct a reasonable object function to conduct this construction process. What's more, we come up with a kernel function to fix the objet function's undifferentiated problem. Secondly, we use model stealing technic to bring enough diversity into our network, which haven't tried by other researchers. Thirdly, we come out with a method to measure the diversity of different financial features. All these works make sure that we can automatically produce useful, highly informative and diversified features.
PRIOR KNOWLEDGE IN FINANCIAL SIGNAL PROCESSING

Correlation object function
We put prior knowledge into the object function. In industry, people cared about the relative strength of each stock in each trading day. Thus, we group the input and output data by trading day, which makes each batch meaningful. The, we use spearman correlation to calculate the correlation of feature value and future's return. This correlation can tell us, if the neural network proposes a feature value, how much money we can win or lose in the near future according to this value. The object function is shown in formula (1).
Correlation(x, y) = ( ( − )), ( − ))) ( ( − )) * (
Here, we let x denotes feature value and y denotes future's return. To make the gradient descent process more robust, we calculate the spearman coefficient in several randomly picked trading days. And use its mean value multiply -1, to serve as loss is each iteration.
However, the operator rank() can't be differentiated. And this operator is essential, because it can get rid of anomalies in data. Take an example, we have a list [-20,-2,-1,1,2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 20] . Obviously, -20 and 20 are the anomalies in this data. The ideal situation is to project this series into [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11] . We hope to construct a kernel function g(x) which can do this projection, and meanwhile this function can be differentiated. We have tried softmax with 'high temperature'. But its' performance is not as competitive as sigmoid in this problem. The kernel function is shown in formula (2) .
At first, we project into a normal distribution which is zero-centralized. Next, we use hyper-parameter to make s ure that the majority of data between [ − 2 * , + 2 * ]. These normal points should take pla ce 95% of space in the range of new projected series. In this way, we can get p=1.83. Here is the projection performance based on the easy example mentioned above. As we can see from Fig. 1 , if we don't do any operations on series x, the proportion of normal points' range to anomalies' range is not reasonable. The ideal proportion is shown as rank's curve. Although our kernel function is not as good as rank(), it has improved the initial situation a lot.
Diversity among features
We use model stealing to let our network learn from different kinds of prior knowledge. Delete anomalies of data, or change the gap among data will be helpful to learn from the distribution of prior knowledge. This principle is similar to Hinton's knowledge distillation [19] . After pre-train with different prior knowledge, each time the network will hold different kinks of knowledge, which is the source of diversity.
What if our network produced thousands of similar features, it will not be so competitive compared with traditional methods. Thus we need to measure our produced features' diversity. Taking an example, we use our network to produce m inexplicit formulas. If there are n stocks, each formula will produce a 1 * array to represent feature distribution in a given trading day. As mentioned before, we only care about the features' relative strength in each trading day. Thus, we do softmax on feature's distribution in each trading days. This step can help us ignore data's scale without losing any information. Secondly, we use cross entropy to measure the distance between two features' distribution. m formulas can produced a * distance matrix. Thirdly, we use k-means to do clustering on these formulas [20] . At last, we calculate the average distance between each cluster center. This value can represent our method's diversity in a given trading day. Different methods' diversity can be compared during the same trading days. The diversity for this simplified example is shown in Fig. 2.   Fig. 2 . The diversity is calculated from the average distance of each cluster center.
To sum up, we constructed a new object function based on prior knowledge in this field, and we also pre-train with prior knowledge to serve as the source of diversity. This alpha discovery neural network's structure (ADN) is shown in Fig. 3.   Fig. 3 . Alpha discovery neural network's structure, with its time grouped object function, and diversity resource.
More specifically, we didn't get much improvements by using more sophisticated network structure (residual layer, convolution layer and pooling layer), compared with a simple network structure, which only uses fully connected layer. There are two possible reasons to account for this result. The first is that we haven't found the complicated and powerful structure although we have done a lot of experiments. The second is that, most of the trading signals are linear, because people use linear logic to do decision. Thus, we don't have need to use complicated network structure. For further research in this filed, we will try to do experiments with all sophisticated network structures, and find whether there is a more powerful feature extractor will be suitable for this task. But in this paper, we propose a general network structure which is only made up by several fully connected layers. It's simple but truly worked, and it has remarkably beaten the SOAT in this task.
EXPERIMENTS
We use A-share market's day-frequency stock data. The input data is open, high, low, close and volume in the past 30 trading days. Because in each batch, we need to put more than 37000 samples into memory, the input data should be no longer than the past 30 trading days. (Use 20g GPU to conduct this experiment). Thus, more computing resource or good parallel computing technic will be helpful to this task.
We calculate the mean value and standard deviation of each feature in training set. Then use (x-mean)/std to standardize the data. In this way, our input is a batch*150 array, whose value ranges from -1 to 1. The future return is calculated by the next 5 trading days. For each backpropagation, we calculate the average value of spearman correlation from 10 randomly selected trading days. For each experiment, 250 trading days serve as training set, the following 30 trading days serve as validation set, and the following 30 trading days serve as testing set. We use same setting for the genetic programming algorithm (GP). In order to assess our algorithms' performance, we give three schemes as following: Table 1 . Three different schemes to show AND's contributions, compared with baseline.
Scheme A: Only use GP to construct 100 features. Scheme B: Use GP to construct 100 features at first, and then uses these features as prior knowledge to pre-train our network. Finally, we get 100 features by ADN.
Scheme C: Only use ADN to construct 100 features. Eac h time, we pre-train the network with randomly produced di stribution.
For each trading day, we compare the average spearman coefficient and diversity among 100 produced features. In the same time, we use the same experiment settings to run GP. And get its results for Scheme B and Scheme C. The performance for each scheme is shown in Fig. 4.   Fig. 4 . Scheme A, Scheme B and Scheme C's performance on given trading days. All results are from testing set. Among A-share market's stocks, we didn't take the pre-IPO, breakdown, or any stocks that can't be traded into account.
Due to the non-stationary characteristics of financial data, spearman coefficient is not very stable in each trading day. However, as we can see from Fig. 4 , we can find that Scheme B's spearman coefficient and diversity is relatively better than Scheme A. And Scheme C is also relatively better than Scheme A. The summary of the results is shown in Table 2 , which is calculated from mean value of all trading days in testing set. All the results shown in Table 2 are from testing set. If a feature's test spearman coefficient is larger than 0.05, we normally regard it as a good trading indicator. For diversity, because we put forward a new method to measure it. We can't comment their performance by its value, we can only compare their relative performance.
Comparing each scheme's spearman coefficient, we can get Scheme C > Scheme A. It shows that ADN can dig out more informative features than GP. What's more, Scheme B > Scheme C > Scheme A shows that the quality of pretrained prior knowledge will also influence its final achievements. Thus, if we have good prior knowledge, with the help of ADN, we can always produce good features, just like Scheme B.
Comparing each scheme's diversity, we find GP's diversity is the worst, which is its well-known shortcoming.
Although these features have different explicit formulas, they can be easily classified into the same category. ADN can produce relatively more diversified features, and we think model stealing is the right method to add diversity. For Scheme B > Scheme C, because Scheme B is pre-trained with randomly produced distribution. Most of these distributions can't serve as useful financial features. Thus, ADN can't carry on their initial direction which let it can't enjoy the diversity brought by different distributions. For the features produced by GP, although their diversity is relatively low, they are truly useful features in financial time series. Thus, if we pre-train with these features, these features' differences can positively be passed to our network.
Due to the fact that financial time series is extremely non-stationary [21] , although our method works well from 2018 to 2019, it can't promise to work well in the other time. Thus, we repeated our experiments several times. Here is Scheme B's average performance in the last four years, shown in Table 3 . As we can see from Table 3 , the performance in Jan -Dec 2017 is not good. It's acceptable, because the majority features constructed by using price and volume in this year doesn't work well. But all the test spearman coefficients are higher than 0.05, and all the test diversity are higher than Scheme A shown in Table 2 . Thus, we can regard ADN as a reliable method which can be put into industry use.
CONCLUSION
Different from previous works, we highly associate prior knowledge in quantitative finance with neural network. In this work, we use wrapper approach to build a neural network, Alpha discovery neural network (ADN), which can automatically construct features. In our experiments, we find that ADN can construct more informative and diversified features than the state-of-the-art technic GP. Pretrain with high quality prior knowledge will make ADN's final achievements even farther. Although the feature extractor we use in this paper is simple, but the whole structure truly worked and have beaten the SOTA technic is this task. For further research, we will try to use more sophisticated feature extractors. And we want to see whether different feature extractors can produce more diversified and more informative features.
